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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of the late Richard E. Crandall.
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12 [99]. \(2 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 \cdots p \pm 1\) [16, 29]. \(3 \times 2^k\) [70]. \(3x + 1\) [8]. \$49.95 [154]. \(L\) [165, 137]. \(n! \pm 1\) [16, 29]. \(\pi\) [151]. \(qx + 1\) [147]. \(x^r\) [17, 19].

-series [165, 137].

23 [17].

38 [29].

60th [168].
editorial [43]. Education [96]. educational [84]. effect [88]. Effective
electron-beam [80]. Electronic [12, 22]. electrophoresis [34].
Elementary [38]. Elliptic [100]. Embedding [100]. emergency [126].
encrypting [95]. Encryption [100]. energy [5, 17, 19]. Engineer [146].
Engineering [96]. Epidemic [157, 114]. Epstein [76]. equation [139].
Exact [23, 24]. Exactly [30, 36]. exchange [53, 56, 60]. exist [21]. Existing
Experimentally [155]. experiments [158]. extended [163].
factorization [83]. Factors [67, 90]. Fast
[25, 76, 77, 93, 94, 100, 115, 116, 81, 106, 117, 121]. feasible [4]. Fermat
[75]. Fink [146]. Floating [70, 103]. Floating-point [70]. flu [159]. Focus
[114]. form [16, 29]. Forms [123, 140]. four [54]. fourth [107]. Fractal
[141, 138]. fraction [110, 111]. frequency [126]. Function
[73, 89, 165, 164, 38, 64, 115]. functions [109, 76, 68]. Fundamental [98, 88].
Future [42].
G4 [94, 96, 97, 103]. G5 [113]. Galois [81]. Gamma [165]. gels [34].
GELYSIS [34]. Generators [102]. Gigaelement [113]. giving [159].
Higher [133]. Higher-Dimensional [133]. histories [21]. history [35].
Hold [150]. home [148]. honor [168, 166]. hospitals [126]. hunt [47].
Hurwitz [165]. Hypergeometric [123].
image [86]. implementation [86, 87, 105]. implemented [34]. Inclusive
[1]. incomplete [165]. indicate [159]. infinite [18]. influenza [120].
Integer [81, 58]. integral [112]. Integrals [119, 123, 133, 122, 132, 134].
intraduction [55]. Intuitive [114]. Invariants [99, 54].
[119, 123]. Ising-Class [123].
Jr. [146].
Khinchine [66]. Klein [31].
Lab [42, 158, 150]. Laguerre [125, 129]. Landau [146]. Large [10, 69, 58].
large-integer [58]. Lattice [139, 57, 45, 40, 93]. leads [114]. length [70].
log-rational [134]. logic [79]. lossless [85].

mass [27, 31]. Math [17, 155, 29, 158]. Mathematica [48, 49, 78, 145].
Mathematics [151, 154, 168, 158]. matrix [94]. Maturity [15, 35]. May
[150]. measurement [20]. Media [42]. Method [53, 56, 60, 63, 95, 100, 106, 117].
Multiple [7, 77]. multiprecision [87].

network [79]. Networks [104]. NeXT [46]. no [17, 29]. nonlinear [131].
Normal [102]. notable [167]. Note [121, 127]. Notes [43]. number

Obstacles [126]. Octuple [103]. Octuple-precision [103]. One [52, 34].
one-dimensional [34]. operational [2]. Optimization [71]. options [156].
orange [79]. other [164]. Owners [148].

parameter [110, 111]. parameters [120]. Parlour [41]. Pascal
[32, 37, 33, 34]. Pascal-86 [33]. Pascal-implemented [34]. path [55]. Paul
[144, 46, 51, 131, 50, 114, 143]. Pi [155, 149, 150, 152]. Planck [26]. plane
Pollard-rho [83]. polylogarithm [121, 137]. Pomerance [153, 154].
[154]. precision [103]. Predictions [157, 15]. pricing [156]. primality
processors [50]. professor [160]. programming [37]. Projects [61, 146].
propagator [23, 24]. proximity [88]. public [53, 56, 60]. Publisher [84].
Pure [155]. put [160]. puzzle [166].
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